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Office hour changes: Replace Tuesday morning by
Wednesday and Thursday 2-3 at my office (PDL C338).
Still scheduled: office hours immediately after class at the classroom, and study
session Thursday 9:30-11:20 in SAV 167.
If these hours don’t work for you but a little earlier or later will work, by all
means email for an appointment.
Website. One comment was, “When you click on the links to the Catalyst
Gradebook or the workspace, you cannot click back to the homepage. You have
to open a new tab and retype in the link to the course website.”
• I added a link back to the homepage at the top of the workspace.
• Catalyst doesn’t allow links to be put on a Gradebook.
• But your web browser should have a way to go back to the site you were just
at. Also it should have a way to click a link so the link opens in a new tab or
new window, so you have both the homepage and Gradebook open (option-click
or something).
Requests to post lists of results and more solutions. Will work on this,
but there are limits to how much I can produce. If anyone has any partial list of
result typed and emails it to me, would expedite the process.
Other suggestions.
• “Sometimes ... brainstorming sessions during class ... could be a little more
directed.” Will keep this in mind and try to give more direction when possible.
• “[H]omework solutions are often very hard to read.” Please contact me and
clarify this remark: Can’t read handwriting when not typed, or need remarks
explaining more about the solutions, or ...?
• More or different time study sessions: Office hours can be additional study
sessions. Also how about evening study sessions at CLUE? What’s a good time
to suggest people gather there: Wednesday or Thursday, what hour between 7
and midnight?

